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VERSIONS AND STACKS

This documentation is provided or made accessible "AS IS" and "AS AVAILABLE" and without condition,
endorsement, guarantee, representation, or warranty of any kind and IDimager Systems assumes no
responsibility for any typographical, technical, or other inaccuracies, errors, or omissions in this documentation.
IDimager System reserves the right to periodically change information that is contained in this documentation.
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Introduction
Photo Supreme is “Digital Asset Management” software. Photo Supreme makes it possible
to manage your image files by categorizing them. It will categorize the files based on the
available details of the file, this includes technical photo details, but also the location of the
file on disk, etc. Apart from those properties you can add tags to the images, enrich the files
with descriptions, or add custom information. This may sound like a very time-consuming
task, but once you have worked yourself through that, you will benefit from the many
advantages. With Photo Supreme at hand, you will be able to quickly retrieve your images
using all kinds of criteria or combinations.
This manual explains the versioning and stacking concept, how to create version sets, how to
use automated version detection, create and remove stacks.

The Concept
One of Photo Supreme’s unique features is the ability to maintain multiple versions (or
derivatives) of images. Photo Supreme supports so-called “Multi Versioning”. This is not the
same as revision versioning, where a stage is frozen and one single version is the “active”
version. With Multi Versioning you can store several versions of the same source (image)
and each of these versions is active. Examples are the original image has one version for web
publishing, one version for printing, one version for previewing etc. You would typically use
versioning to keep multiple derivatives of the same image together. Once an image has one
or more versions assigned to it, it automatically becomes the “Main Version” with assigned
“Sub Versions”.
When you first start with versioning, ask yourself which version you want to set as your main
version. This does not have to be the original image coming from the camera but can be any
image that best fits your workflow. Personally, I always shoot images in-camera with the
RAW+JPG setting. The RAW becomes the “Main Version” and the JPG is a sub-version.
A version set consists of a main version and sub versions. Together they form a Version Set.
A sub version can optionally be stored in one or more Placeholders. A Placeholder is a
storage bank in your version set that can be uses to identify a sub version. You can have as
many placeholders as you need. An example of a placeholder is the "print version". The print
version is the version that should be used to print the image. There are different pre-defined
placeholders: print version, web version, slideshow version, e-mail version, and you can add
more.
Photo Supreme comes with an automatic Version Detection feature that allows you to find
existing versions fast.
Versioning or Stacking?
One question that pops up every now and then is: What differs versioning from Stacking? A
valid question, because the two concepts seem alike and are easily confused. However,
there are different and behave different.
Versioning is used to collect similar images together in a version set. Stacking on the other
hand is intended to collect images that share a specific purpose. Stacking keeps a bunch of
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images together which does not have to be derivatives of the same image. An example is a
panorama shot which is composed of several images. Another example is a retouched image
that is composed from different images. A last example would be a camera burst shoot.
Each of the images in a stack have their own characteristics (labels, properties, ratings, ...)
but still form a logical set with the other images in the stack. Think of stacks as lightweight
collections, but with the ability to collapse a stack into a single thumbnail.
Use versioning to maintain copies or derivatives (cropped/sized/converted/...) of the
same image and use stacking to group a set of non-identical images together (like a
panorama photo that is made up from different images, or a collage with several images).

Create your first Version Set
Version sets can be created manually or automatically. When using manual versioning then
you can construct your own version set by manually adding images to the set. When using
automatic version detection then you can define a set of rules that Photo Supreme should
use t find versions.
Automatic version Detection
As you build a workflow for your images you will typically use some file naming convention.
For instance, if you have a file from your camera, which is placed in a specific folder on your
hard drive, named according to your preference. Derivatives of that file (like edits or RAW
exports as JPG) are stored in a folder using its own naming convention. How you name and
store your images is something you should have in place before you can define the version
detection rules.
Example:
File from camera is named \DCIM\IMG1234.CR3
The file is copied to the hard drive as \2019\10\2019-10-28\Canon_IMG1234.CR3
The file is edited in your favorite RAW editor and exported as \2019\10\2019-1028\Exports\Canon_IMG1234.JPG
A black and white conversion of the image is used for printing and is stored as
\2019\10\2019-10-28\Edits\Canon_IMG1234_BW.JPG
In this sample there are 3 files in the file cycle of IMG1234.CR3, where are:
1. .\Canon_IMG1234.CR3
2. .\Exports\Canon_IMG1234.JPG
3. .\Edits\Canon_IMG1234_BW.JPG
When the naming convention is always the same then you can define automatic version
detection rules. The overlap in naming convention here is Canon_IMG1234. This makes is
possible to use a file mask %FileName*.* to find all the versions for the main file
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Canon_IMG1234.CR3. Both Canon_IMG1234.JPG and Canon_IMG1234_BW.JPG match with
this rule.
As mentioned above, the black/white version is the one that must be used for printing, and
so we would like that to end up in the Printing placeholder for that version set. For every
placeholder it is possible to define a rule to identify that version. For the print placeholder it
could be %FileName_BW.*
We are now ready to define that in the preferences.

(1) Set the version set detection mask. All files found that match with this file mask will
be added in the version set
(2) Select which file should be used as the main version. In our sample we’ll use the RAW
file as the main version
(3) Set a custom rule for the print placeholder.
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Let it roll
Now that we have determined our naming strategy and configured the automatic version
detection parameters, we are ready to put it to action.
Select one of the thumbnails that is part of the version set (for instance, use Folder and
navigate to the folder of the RAW file and select the thumbnail). Then right click on the
thumbnail and select Versions  Version Detection. There is a keyboard shortcut for it
which you can remember for ease of use. This will start the version detection based on the
defined rules and create a version set if matches are found.

Manual version set creation
Apart from automatic version detection, you can also create version sets manually. To do
that, use the mouse to drag one thumbnail over another thumbnail.

Then drop the thumbnail on the other thumbnail. The dragged file will become a version of
the dropped file.

You can optionally tick boxes for each placeholder.
Another way to manually create a version set is by selecting multiple thumbnails and then
right click on a selected thumbnail and choose Versions  Version selected files.
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The version thumbnail
Version sets are represented as thumbnails with a tab at its side.

(1) The asterisk tab represents the main version for this set.
(2) Each version of the main version gets its own tab on the thumbnail.
There is no application limit to the number of sub-versions that can be defined for a main
version.

When you hover the mouse over one of the tabs (main or sub version), then a menu bar
slides out.
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The main version’s slide panel:

The sub version slide panel:

Both panels have a menu button at the right side. Click that for the version menu drop
down. It allows you to:
1. Set as Main Version
Use this option to set a sub-version as the main version. Tip: you can also drag that
version’s tab over the main version tab to set it as the main version.
2. Cascade from this version to the Version Set
Use this option to (re-)distribute the metadata from the selected version to the other
versions in the set. You can specify what metadata should be distributed. You can
distribute:
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a. Cascade Image Details: this will copy all non-technical and descriptive
metadata from XMP to all images in the set.
b. Cascade Ratings: this will copy the rating of the selected version to all images
in the version set
c. Cascade Color Labels: this will copy the color label of the selected version to
all images in the version set
d. Cascade GEO coordinates: this will copy the GEO details to the other images
in the version set.

3. Remove from Version Set
Use this option to remove this image from this version set.

Create your first Stacking set
Just as with Versioning, Stacking can be created manually or automatically.
Manual stack creation
As you build a workflow for your images you will typically use some file naming convention.
When using manual stacking then select two or more thumbnails that you would like to
create into a single stack and then right click on one of the selected thumbnails and select
“Stacking  Stack selected files”. Also remember the keyboard shortcut for it: Shift+S.
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Automatic stack creation
Photo Supreme can also automatically detect stacks. In the Preferences you can define the
rule that should be used to create a stack. By default, the automatic stack detection is
configured to stack images that are within a 10 second time frame. This is typically the case
with burst shots. Of course, you are free to configure the detection mask to your preference.
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Once you have configured your stack detection rules, you can trigger the stack detection
process for one or more thumbnails by right clicking on a selected thumbnail and select
“Stacking  Stack Detection”.

For every selected thumbnail, Photo Supreme will then search for matching images in the
defined matching folder.

The stack thumbnail
Once the stack is created, the thumbnails has some specifics;

The underlying color is generated randomly and represents that stack. This makes it possible
to see that these thumbs belong to the same stack. The upper right corner of the stack has
the stack marker.

In the Collection Viewer (the set of thumbnails) you can specify if stacks should be displayed
as a single stack or not. To do that, toggle the Stack icon in the Viewer’s toolbar:
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When the stack is is viewer “stacked” then the thumbnail shows the number of images that
are part of that stack.

Select the stack “top item”
As mentioned before, you can display stacks “stacked” or unstacked”. When viewing stacks
“stacked” then only one thumbnail represents the total stack. By default, that will be the
first found thumb of that stack. But it is possible to define a “top item” for a stack. The top
item is the thumbnails that represents that represent the stack.
To set a custom top item, then in unstack view, click on the stack icon and select “Make this
the stack’s Top Item”.

Cascade metadata to the stack
Sometimes the need may arise to keep metadata from one stack item the same as that in
another item in its stack. To do this you can use the “Cascade Metadata” feature. Click the
thumb’s stack icon for the image from which you’d like to copy the metadata from. Then
select “Cascade this item’s metadata to full Stack.
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Use this option to (re-)distribute the metadata from the selected item to other items in the
stack. You can specify what metadata should be distributed and you can also select to which
of the stack’s other items the metadata should be applied.
You can distribute:
a. Cascade Image Details: this will copy all non-technical and descriptive
metadata from XMP to all images in the set.
b. Cascade Ratings: this will copy the rating of the selected version to all images
in the version set
c. Cascade Color Labels: this will copy the color label of the selected version to
all images in the version set
d. Cascade GEO coordinates: this will copy the GEO details to the other images
in the version set.

Once that the types of metadata to distribute are selected, you can select to what items in
the stack the metadata should be cascaded.
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